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IN 1997, Tim B. Wride, an associate curator of photography at the Los Angeles

County Museum of Art, got an irresistible offer.

''I got this great phone call one afternoon from a buddy of mine who said, 'Tim,

I'm going to Cuba, want to go?' '' Mr. Wride said. ''It was a fluke. The price was right,

the timing was right, everything just fell into place.''

Mr. Wride didn't know what he was going to see, beyond the fact that he'd be

attending that year's Havana Bienal, the sixth. But he thought he knew what to

expect from the photography, at least.

''I actually thought, as do most people, that photography in Cuba would be black

and white, reportage, street photography -- you know, fairly well propagandistic,'' he

said this spring in an interview at the museum. ''With a certain Latin American

magical realism thrown in for good measure and a socialist-realist bent on one side.''

All those elements were present to one degree or another (particularly the bias,

in a poor country, toward working in black and white). But there was something else:

a sophistication, a ''conceptual facility,'' as Mr. Wride put it, that was radically

different from what he had expected. He saw an engagement with the contemporary

issues of art and photography in work that would be at home in any metropolitan

center, anywhere in the world. And he asked himself, how did this happen?

From that response grew an exhibition, ''Shifting Tides: Cuban Photography After the

Revolution,'' which Mr. Wride organized for the Los Angeles County Museum and

which runs from Tuesday through Oct. 28 at the Grey Art Gallery at New York
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University. The show, with more than 100 images by 16 photographers, was his

attempt, over the course of three years and more than a half-dozen return trips, to

answer the questions that came to his mind on that first visit to Cuba: ''Why does this

look the way it does? Why is it so different from what I thought it would be? How can

this happen -- within this oppressive, totalitarian regime?''

The answers, as might be expected, had mainly to do with Mr. Wride's peculiarly

American preconceptions. As Cubans were quick to point out, their island was not,

and never had been, isolated from the world; it was the United States that had

isolated itself from Cuba. The Communist takeover in 1959 had not kept Europeans

and other Latin Americans from continuing to flock to the island.

Not that there haven't been difficulties for Cuban artists to overcome. ''Through

the repressive years when sometimes magazines were tough to get ahold of, or

literature about the arts, they tell amazing stories of that one copy of Art Forum

hitting the island and the articles being typewritten onto a mimeograph sheet and

then cranked out and passed around from person to person to person,'' Mr. Wride

said. ''So that interestingly enough, they were getting the concepts but they weren't

getting the pictures that went with the concepts. Which of course allowed them the

freedom to apply a conceptual base within this vocabulary that was purely theirs.''

The show divides the four decades of Castro's Cuba into three photographic

generations, based not on age but on practice. The first, still working in the

iconographic revolutionary vein, celebrated workers and other everyday heroes;

prominent in this section are Iván Cañas's straight-ahead portraits of centerarians

and Enrique de la Uz's wonderfully kinetic sequence of a man harvesting sugar cane.

The photographers in Mr. Wride's second generation, products of state-run art

schools who emerged in the 1980's, exhibit the internationalism he found so

surprising, employing a whole roster of conceptual techniques: manipulated images,

tableaus, the use of text. Marta Maria Pérez Bravo writes cryptic sayings on the

images in her series ''Para Concebir'' (''To Conceive,'' 1985-86), self-portraits taken

during pregnancy. Rogelio López Marin, known as Gory, doctors a simple

photograph of a swimming pool -- turning it into an ocean, a forest, a watery parking

lot -- to accompany a text by Michael Ende in ''Es Sólo Agua en la Lágrima de un

Extraño'' (''It's Only Water in the Teardrop of a Stranger''), 1986.

In the work of the most recent generation, made up of artists born in Castro's

Cuba, conceptual frameworks are put to lighter use. Ernesto Leal makes eerily
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luminescent images of the hidden spaces beneath his furniture; Abigail González

stages what seem to be random, casually intimate moments among people who are

often semi-nude, in the style of Nan Goldin. Manuel Piña approaches abstraction

with his monumental close-up views of the Malecon, Havana's oceanside promenade.

A brief prologue of early, iconic images sets the revolutionary framework within

which all the subsequent works find their place (and shows where Mr. Wride's initial

idea of Cuban photography came from); it includes the most famous of all Cuban

photos, the portrait of an intense Che Guevara taken by Alberto Díaz Gutiérrez,

known as Korda, who died in May.

For Mr. Wride, the process of discovery, and the trips to Cuba, continue. ''Those

questions that I had the first trip, I'm pretty comfortable with the way I've answered

them,'' he said. ''The unfortunate thing is, it's trips two through eight that generate

even more questions.''

In the meantime, Americans have a chance to see, in many cases for the first

time, a rich body of work that has been waiting just next door.

''I was joking with a lot of the artists who were here for the opening,'' he said,

''and I said, 'If we've all done our work well, this will be the last show of its kind.' ''
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